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Lyon, le 21 mars 2023  

 

Announcement of end of life and maintenance of versions V12 and 

earlier of TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE software 

 

Gravotech announces the end of life and technical support for TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE V12 and 

earlier software versions (V11, V10 etc.) as of 04/01/2023.  

10 years after the release of TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE V12 to the market, the software operating 

systems have become obsolete and the related software systems have evolved. As a result, we are no longer 

able to provide technical support for TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE V12 and its earlier versions.  

The obsolescence of the TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE V12 products (and earlier versions) results in : 

 * The change in protection technology and licenses prevents the reprogramming and provision of 

licenses for obsolete versions requested by customers. 

 * The discontinuation of the distribution of installation files for obsolete versions. 

 * The impossibility of providing any kind of technical support to Gravotech on these old versions. 

 * Possible progressive incompatibility of the files (*.vnd and *.vnl) of the old versions with the 

current versions of the software in *.gvt format.  

 

Maintaining operation: 

 * TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE V12 remains functional on the compatible environment at the time of 

its release and the installation on this environment of the software (without maintenance nor support) 

remains possible. 

 * The purchased product licenses remain active for life independently of the evolving environment 

of Windows and the current hardware possibly incompatible.  

 

For more information on the end of life, please visit the website: type-edit.com 

 

We are aware that TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE V12 could still offer many advantages to your 

company. Our journey towards innovation and modernization of the software has led to the release of new 

versions and the abandonment of old versions due to incompatibility. In order to minimize the disruptions, to 

secure your production, and to study the possibility of updating you, we remain at your entire disposal to 

accompany you towards the new software offers TYPE EDIT and LASER TYPE. You can contact our customer 

service or your sales representative at any time or contact us by email : Sales@type3.com 
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